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Israel’s ONLY  large-scale Non-Profit 
HOME REPAIR ORGANIZATION
We rebuild lives through urgent home 
repairs and personalized family advocacy
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Transforming a Family ’s Home
N
um

be
rs To date, our professional staff has restored dignity to the homes of 5,200 families, in 14 cities across Israel. In 2019 alone, we repaired the homes and rebuilt the lives 

of 402 deserving families, including:  

All renovations are carried out by Tenufa Bakehila’s 
professional workers. Our efforts create safe 
and respectable homes for deserving, 
underprivileged families

149 121 102 62 60 35
Elderly citizens 
and 22 Holocaust 

survivors

Single-parent 
families

Struggling families Immigrant families Physical / mentally 
disabled members

Needy soldiers’ 
families

You turned the ruins of our home in to a place to 
live and thrive. You saved us from actual danger. 
A million thanks won’t be enough.”  
A single mother of a sick child, Hadera

“



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Single mother + 2 Replaced drainage system and shower head, unclogged bathroom blockage

Ashkelon Terror survivor, single mother + 5, 
one son serving in the IDF

Repaired hazardous electricity, switches and outlets. Extensive plaster repairs, mold 
and paint treatment of the entire apartment, replaced kitchen sinks and faucets

Jerusalem Elderly woman living alone Fixed and painted peeling walls, repaired floor, replaced light fixtures and dangerous 
exposed electrical sockets

Hatzor Elderly woman + 2, 
suffering from mental illness

Fixed damaged walls and painted. Replaced light fixtures and fixed hazardous 
electricity 

Jerusalem A family of little means Repaired and installed curtain, replaced faulty electrical sockets, repaired peeling 
walls and painted

Jerusalem Sick elderly Replaced light fixtures and electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Malachi Elderly man Repaired a badly damaged collapsing ceiling

Migdal Ha’Emek Disabled couple Bathroom repairs

Jerusalem Single mother + 6, recently left a 
battered women’s shelter

Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced and fixed electrical sockets and light 
switches, fixed broken sink, shower head and light fixtures

Amatziya Elderly Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures, installed shower safety rail

Hatzor Elderly, lonely woman, hard of 
hearing, physically disabled

Repaired peeling walls and painted. Replaced sockets, outlets and switches, installed 
light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Couple of Ethiopian origin Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures

Mevaseret Zion Home for youth-at-risk Repaired kitchen cabinets and countertop, fixed the ceiling, installed new light 
fixtures and some floor tiles

Hatzor Single parent + 4 Repaired and painted walls, installed light fixtures and replaced electrical outlets

Home-Repair Work  Rev iew

A despairing single mother, raising 
her children alone, for many years, 
in a dilapidated home

A lonely Holocaust survivor, 
bathing in cold water, 
under a leaky roof

From shame to dignity

From despair to empowerment

A wheelchair bound person 
must be lifted by family 
members in order to access the 
narrow bathroom doorway

From risk to safety

The families in our care are stuck in survival mode. 
They have no available funds for home maintenance. 
They are trapped in deteriorating and heartbreaking 
living conditions which adversely affect their ability to 
function and perpetuate the cycle of poverty

Every city in Israel has poverty-stricken 
families who are desperately waiting for 
our help and the hope it brings

Th
e 
ne
ed



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Tlamim Elderly woman living with her 

mentally ill daughter
Repaired and painted the home

Jerusalem Single mother + 1 Painted damaged walls, helped de-clutter

Jerusalem New immigrants Fixed broken shutters, painted a child’s room and repaired window grates  

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, one with autism Fixed walls and painted, replaced light fixtures and sockets

Jerusalem Couple + 1, handicapped Fixed walls and painted, fixed electricity, added ceramic tiles to kitchen wall

Jerusalem Elderly Fixed walls and painted, replaced light fixtures, switches and sockets

Hatzor Elderly couple Repaired walls, installed light fixtures, replaced hazardous electrical sockets

Ashkelon Single mother + 5, 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed peeling walls and painted, replaced electrical socket and switches, installed 
new light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly+ 1 of Ethiopian origin Replaced electrical outlets, light fixtures and painted the house

Jerusalem Single man, unable to work Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem Single mother +5, handicapped Fixed walls and painted, replaced light fixtures and sockets

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 On rainy days would cover with plastic to avoid the rain while going to the restroom. 
Fixed leaks, painted walls, replaced flooring tiles 

Kiryat Gat Older man living alone, hoarder Fixed damaged walls, painted, installed new cost-efficient light fixtures

Or Akiva Single mother + 4 Plaster work and painted walls, electrical repairs

Hadera Divorced man Repaired hazardous electricity, fixed the hot water heating system, installed a 
bathroom safety rail 

Jerusalem Elderly woman, new immigrant Oiled hinges, fixed front door and replaced faulty electrical sockets

Jerusalem Elderly, functionally exhausted, 
many medical expenses 

Replaced light fixtures

Hatzor Single parent + 3 Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced electricity

Ashkelon Single mother + 1, special needs kid Replaced two bedroom doors

Lod Elderly mentally challenged Painted entire home including ceilings and doorposts

Jerusalem Couple + 4,  
woman an oncology patient

Built a room for mother and brought her a new bed

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, child with cancer Replaced a part of the toilet and fixed door 

Jerusalem Couple + 2 Fixed peeling walls and painted, sealed a window

Jerusalem Single mother Fixed shutter

Ashkelon Couple of Ethiopian origin + 4,  
2 serving in the IDF

Repaired and painted doors and doorposts, replaced light fixtures. 

Nir Chen Lonely elderly woman Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced light fixtures, outlets and switches

Achuzam Lonely elderly man Plaster work and painted the walls, installed cost-efficient light fixtures 

Or Akiva Couple + 10 Unblocked shower and bathroom sink pipes

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 4 Painted apartment, fixed damaged walls and installed cost-efficient light fixtures 

Jerusalem Couple + 9, mental health issues, 
son is a soldier

Replaced faulty electrical sockets, fixed doors, fixed kitchen counter

Jerusalem Single mother + 3, son is a soldier Repaired and painted damaged walls, fixed leak 

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire apartment

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 10 Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced electrical outlets and switches

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 5,  
of Ethiopian origin

Painted the walls and ceilings

Jerusalem Elderly couple Repaired broken floor, replace broken and rotten kitchen cabinets, repaired exterior 
roof drains and leaky bathroom pipes 

Ashkelon Older couple of Ethiopian origin Replaced electricity box, light fixtures and toilet, repaired damaged walls 

Shachar Older couple Painted part of the home and replaced some light fixtures

Or Akiva Single mother + 4 Repaired hazardous electricity, broke down a wall, repaired a doorpost, filled broken 
floor tiles, painted bathroom and installed shelves

Jerusalem Elderly man, hoarder, lives alone Replaced light fixtures, repaired and painted damaged walls, cleared many 
belongings to de-clutter, repaired plumbing

Jerusalem Family + 7 Wall and painting repairs throughout the apartment, replaced light fixtures, 
plumbing, repaired shutter



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Couple + 5 Repaired damaged walls and painted, fixed electricity and broken shutters

Ashkelon Widow + 6, of Ethiopian origin Replaced 6 lightbulbs with LED bulbs. Fixed broken shutters

Jerusalem Couple + 3, father suffers 
from mental illness 

Repaired damaged walls and painted the house, installed ceramic flooring in the 
bathroom, shower and kitchen, made electrical repairs

Jerusalem Youth at risk hostel Created two separate units from one room for youth and counselors, painted and 
made repairs in the whole unit, renewed the electrical system and added sockets and 
lamp by each bed

Lachish A lonely, elderly woman Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment, including doors and doorposts

Sde’ Daviv Young couple with a baby Painted and repaired

Nehora Couple + 4 Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures 

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3, 
of Ethiopian origin

Plaster work and painted the walls, installed cost-efficient light fixtures, replaced 
electric sockets and switches 

Ashkelon Elderly single mother Repaired and painted the kitchen ceiling. Fixed bathroom and replaced shower

Jerusalem Woman with mental health issues General paint job and fixed dangerously exposed electricity

Jerusalem Elderly, lonely, Holocaust survivor Repaired and painted damaged walls 

Jerusalem Widow, oncology patient Repaired and painted walls throughout the apartment 

Kiryat Gat Couple + 1 Fixed walls and painted, replaced door handles, fixed electricity and light fixtures 

Lachish Lonely elderly woman Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures and outlets

Jerusalem Youth at risk day care center General paint job including repairs to damaged walls  

Ashkelon Single mother + 3, son ill Fixed peeling walls and painted, replaced electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Gat Older, disabled woman Replaced light fixtures, treated moldy, damaged walls and painted

Tlamim Couple + 3, special ed son Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures and outlets

Or Akiva Woman, mentally ill Replaced bathroom door and doorpost, sealed shower ceiling 

Jerusalem Single father of Ethiopian origin Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced electrical sockets and light fixtures 

Jerusalem Couple + 5 Repairs to walls and painting, electrical system and shutters throughout the home

Jerusalem Couple + 8, one son is a soldier Replaced hazardous light fixtures and switches, repaired damaged walls

Jerusalem An unwell woman Repaired shutters

Hatzor Lonely man, dealing with trauma Fixed peeling walls, replaced outlets and switches, installed light fixtures

Ashkelon Couple + 5 Repaired damaged walls, painted, installed electrical outlets and switches

Jerusalem Handicapped woman Repaired kitchen faucet and broken plumbing  

Jerusalem Single mother + 5 of Ethiopian 
origin, one son is a lone soldier

Fixed damaged walls and painted, eliminated hazardous power connections and 
replaced them with a proper power grid, replaced lighting with LED bulbs

Jerusalem Couple + 3, with serious debt Remodeling the kitchen sewer line from a public line to a private line

Jerusalem Couple + 4, both dealing with 
mental health

Repaired faulty electricity, broken doors and kitchen electrical sockets and outlets 

Or Akiva New immigrant, Holocaust survivor, 
deaf and alone 

Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced faulty electricity and disposed 
of a lot of waste

Hadera Single mother + 5 Painted most of the home and replaced light fixtures

Hadera Couple + 7 children Did plaster work and painted walls. Tiled kitchen walls. Installed 2 light fixtures. 
Repaired hazardous electricity, sealed balcony

Ashkelon Single mother + 4 Repaired water-damaged walls and ceilings and painted, replaced light fixtures

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, son suffers from 
Asperger’s Syndrome

Repaired walls and painted the entire house, fixed faulty electricity, replaced 
shower hose and toilet seat

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 daughters, 
one is a soldier

Repaired peeling walls, faulty electricity, closets and light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Couple + 4 Installed doors and doorposts and painted the home

 Lachish Elderly, woman confined to bed, 
her daughter lives with her family 

Repaired the toilet

Jerusalem Older man suffering from delayed 
development, lives with his brother

Extensive mold treatment, painted, replaced light fixtures

Jerusalem Single mother + 3, 
former husband in jail

Painted the entire house and installed shelves

Jerusalem Couple + 1, lately bereaved a child Repaired damaged walls and painted most of the house



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Single mother + 5, 

of Ethiopian origin
Fixed peeling walls and painted the home, made electrical repairs and replaced light 
fixtures for more cost-efficient lamps

Hatzor Couple + 5, one child in remission Fixed peeling walls, installed light fixtures, replaced electrical sockets and outlets

Jerusalem A couple + 3 Removing a door including the door-post and re-posting it, replaced a door cylinder

Jerusalem Single mother + 2 Repaired damaged walls and painted apartment, removed mold in a bedroom, 
sealed roof and an exterior wall, added lighting 

Jerusalem Single mother + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted, installed a shower curtain, toilet seat and vent 

Jerusalem Single mother +3, one is a soldier Repaired damaged walls and painted, fixed faulty electricity and plumbing, installed 
new electrical socket for washing machine and fixed door

Lod Couple + 4, father is sick Renovated a room - fixed walls and painted, replaced sockets and light switches

Lod Couple +3, 2 Autistic children Fixed closet door handles, cleaned mold, replaced electrical sockets and light fixtures

Sderot Couple + 3, 2 children with 
mental challenges

Apartment in severely dilapidated condition. Cracked and peeling walls, moldy 
shower. Repaired damaged walls, dangerous electrical outlets and fixed light fixtures

Kiryat Malachi Elderly with mental challenges Repaired walls and painted the house, replaced the front door’s cylinder

Kiryat Malachi Disabled, elderly man Repaired damaged walls, painted apartment and replaced a showerhead

Bat Yam Couple + 1, son serving in the IDF Fixed walls and painted the apartment, replaced dysfunctional lighting, switches and 
hazardous electrical sockets, installed bedroom door for soldier

Nof Ha’Galil Single mother + 2,  
one with special needs

Fixed walls and painted the apartment, fixed leaks, replaced light fixtures and 
hazardous electrical sockets, sealed leaks

Jerusalem Family with 4 Repaired walls and painted home, fixed hazardous electricity and light fixtures

Jerusalem A single mother from Russia, 
suffering from mental and physical 
illness, lives alone

Repaired and painted the walls in most of the home, including crumbling ceilings, 
replaced light fixtures, switches and outlets

Ashkelon Elderly woman + single mother 
daughter +1

With the help of a qualified electrician, we identified the source of a short-circuit 
problem and replaced the dangerous outlets, switches and lighting fixtures

Ashkelon Disabled single mother of Ethiopian 
origin + 3

Repaired damaged walls and fixed hazardous electricity

Jerusalem Couple + 6, father is a terror survivor Fixed toilet, sealed window and shutters

Jerusalem Elderly woman, living alone Installed a new kitchen and renovated the home

Jerusalem Couple + 6 Removed and treated vast mold and painted

Kiryat Gat Drug rehabilitated Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Couple + 9 Converted a storage room into a viable children’s room

Lachish Disabled elderly couple Repaired damaged walls, painted, filled in missing tiles, replaced electrical sockets

Nehora Communal apartment of 
youngsters doing national service

Painted and repaired walls, replaced light fixtures, outlets and switches

Lod Single mother recently had 
a work accident 

Fixed walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures, switches and 
dangerous electrical sockets

Jerusalem Elderly man, hoarder, lives alone, 
cognitively disabled 

Bleached a bathtub, repaired damaged walls and painted, installed new light fixtures 
and bulbs

Jerusalem An elderly woman Replaced showerhead

Jerusalem Elderly couple 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed damaged walls and painted the entire home, replaced light fixtures and 
hazardous electrical sockets, repaired windows, replaced shower curtain

Lod Couple + 5 Replaced light fixtures, sockets and switches, repaired walls and painted

Nof Ha’Galil Single mother + 3, 
of Ethiopian origin

Replaced broken shower door, fixed walls and painted, replaced electrical sockets 
and light switches

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 4, special ed son Fixed walls and painted, replaced electrical sockets and light switches

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 10 Fixed walls and painted, fixed electricity

Jerusalem Couple + 11 Division of one room into two to facilitate treatment of a child injured in an accident

Jerusalem Couple + 5 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed feeling walls throughout the home, replaced light fixtures, switches and 
sockets, replaced door cylinder and handles  

Hatzor Holocaust survivor Painted the entire home, replaced light fixtures and made electrical repairs

Ashkelon Elderly man of Ethiopian origin Cleaned the apartment from years of accumulated waste, repaired and painted wall 
in the entire apartment including collapsing ceilings

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, one a soldier Repaired a bathroom leak, shutters, replaced light fixtures with LED lighting



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Single mother, one daughter 

serving in the IDF
Replaced badly damaged bathroom door, fixed hazardous electrical system, painted 
the apartment

Kiryat Gat Couple + 8 Repaired walls and painted the apartment, replaced electrical outlets and 
installed light fixtures

Jerusalem A woman living alone, 
battling mental illness

Repaired the ceiling, parts of which had fallen on the home owner’s head

Jerusalem Single mother + 1, 
of Ethiopian origin

Repaired damaged doors, installed a plaster partition to create some private space 
for the child’s sake, painted the entire home

Jerusalem Couple + 5 Painted walls, fixed a leak and replaced light fixtures and hazardous electrical sockets

Jerusalem Couple + 4 Apartment burned down, Installed 2 air conditioner units, and two interior doors 

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 3 Fixed window shutters, sealed the countertop and replaced the toilet seat

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 3, the father is a 
cancer patient

Repaired walls and painted, installed light fixtures, replaced electrical sockets 
and switches

Ramla Couple + 2, child suffers from C.P. Repaired damaged walls, replaced light fixtures, electrical outlets and switches

Ramla A couple + 5, both parents are ill Repaired badly cracked walls and painted, replaced light fixtures

Lod Single mother + 5 Home full of mold - treated, walls fixed and painted, replaced lighting

Jerusalem Single mother + 1, 
son with special needs

Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced all outlets and light switches, 
light fixtures and removed 5 old heating fixtures 

Jerusalem Couple + 2, husband suffers from 
limited mobility

Painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures and faulty electrical sockets, installed 
new toilet and removed unusable furniture   

Ashkelon Single mother + 6, of Ethiopian 
origin, one son serving in the IDF

Shower room left in the middle of renovation. Retiled walls and floors, new toilets, 
sink, cupboards, shower, installed doors around the apartment, replaced lighting

Ashkelon Elderly widow of Ethiopian origin Repaired damaged walls, replaced light fixtures and fixed exposed electrical wires

Kiryat Gat Sisters, one is a single mother + 1 Replaced showerhead, repaired walls and painted part of the house

Lod Couple + 4 Repaired damaged walls and painted. Fixed windows and doors

Kisalon Single mother Built a wall, repaired hazardous electricity, fixed a window and a door

Jerusalem Couple + 3 Fixed a leak in an external wall, repaired and painted the home

Jerusalem Single parent father of Ethiopian 
origin + 3, one daughter in the IDF 

Repaired peeling walls and painted the entire home, replaced all the light fixtures, 
sockets and switches 

Jerusalem Single mother + 8  Built a room for the children carved out of the living room

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 4 Repaired and painted peeling walls

Migdal Ha’Emek Intellectually limited couple + 3 
children with similar challenges

Supplied living room furniture and mother’s bed

Ramla Elderly Fixed walls and painted most of the apartment

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor  Repaired and painted peeling walls

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Repaired and painted peeling walls

Ashkelon Widow without family support Repaired walls and painted the home following sealing ceiling 

Kiryat Gat Couple + 3 Painted walls, fixed damaged walls and replaced light fixtures and electrical sockets

Ramla Elderly woman of Ethiopian origin Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures and fixed faulty electricity

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Painted , fixed a leak and replaced light fixtures and hazardous electrical socket

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Painted , fixed a leak and replaced light fixtures and hazardous electrical socket

Ashkelon Couple of Ethiopian origin + 3, 
2 serving in the IDF

Renovated shower and toilet, painted the soldier’s 2 bedrooms and turned the 
kitchen into another bedroom, fixed light switches and exposed outlets 

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 1 Repaired peeling walls and painted the apartment. Fixed hazardous electricity and 
replaced bathroom faucet and toilet

Ramla Elderly with health problems Repaired broken closets and exposed electrical sockets, painted apartment

Lod Elderly of Ethiopian origin Overly cluttered apartment. Fixed and painted the apartment, installed new lighting, 
replaced lighting, electrical sockets and switches, painted banister

Or Akiva Single mother + 7 Repaired doors, remodeled closets, replaced: electrical outlets, light fixtures, kitchen 
drain pipe and shower head, sealed kitchen countertop 

Hadera Young couple + 2 Painted the entire home, rearranged dangerous electrical wires, changed outlets and 
switches and installed light fixtures

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Fixed damaged walls and painted, repaired hazardous electricity  



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Single mother + 3, Suffering from 

mental and physical illnesses
Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced outlets, light switches and 
light fixtures 

Hatzor Widow Fixed peeling walls, replaced lighting with LED bulbs, repaired hazardous electricity

Ashkelon Elderly woman of Ethiopian origin + 
4 adult children living at home

Repaired and painted apartment, replaced light fixtures

Jerusalem Elderly man, blind and paralyzed on 
one side of his body

Fixed damaged walls and painted part of the apartment, installed new light fixtures 
and fixed faulty electrical outlets

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman, of Ethiopian origin Repaired damaged walls and painted 

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 2 Repaired damaged walls and painted and kitchen faucet, replaced broken windows

Binyamina Elderly, lonely, Holocaust survivor Painted the home and sealed the shower

Zichron Ya’akov Couple + 16 Repaired peeling walls and painted, made electrical repairs, replaced sockets and 
switches, opened blocked pipes

Jerusalem Two brothers cognitively disabled Painted the apartment, cleared old belongings, replaced sockets and faucets

Jerusalem Elderly couple. She is a Holocaust 
survivor and he is battling cancer

Painted , fixed a leak and replaced light fixtures and hazardous electrical socket

Ramla Single mother + 5 Painted molded walls, fixed a leak, replaced electrical sockets and switches 

Lod Elderly of Ethiopian origin Painted the apartment, fixed toilet and windows

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 4 Reorganizing and clearing old furniture, new bed

Jerusalem Sick elderly of Ethiopian origin Repaired and painted walls, hung accessories 

Jerusalem Elderly man post stroke, 
limited functioning 

Fixed electricity, food and blankets delivery

Migdal Ha’Emek Single parent + 2 Replaced front door and fixed an inner door

Kiryat Malachi Elderly + 1, son with disabilities Painted the entire house including ceilings and doorposts

Kiryat Malachi Couple both with disabilities, son 
with mental challenges

Fixed peeling walls and painted

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 5, handicaped father Repaired damaged walls and painted, fixed plumbing and replaced electrical outlets

Ramla Elderly woman of Ethiopian origin Repaired peeling walls, painted, installed light fixtures, replaces electrical outlets

Jerusalem Single mother + 1, in bad emotional 
and financial shape

Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced outlets, light switches and 
light fixtures 

Kiryat Malachi Single man, mentally challenged Painted the apartment 

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 4 Sealed the shower, repaired walls, electricity and painted walls

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Installed washing lines, fixed roof

Kiryat Gat Elderly + 2 Repaired peeling walls and painted, fixed the toilet

Nehora Couple + 4 adult children 
living at home

Repaired walls and painted, replaced sockets and lightbulbs

Tlamim Single mother + 6 Repairs and paint around the house

Jerusalem Elderly Fixed peeling walls and painted the home, replaced faulty electrical sockets 

Hatzor Elderly woman, oncology patient Painted the home, installed light fixtures and replaced electrical outlets and switches

Ashkelon Elderly woman of Ethiopian origin + 
1 adult child living at home

Painted apartment and replaced light fixtures, repaired crumbling ceiling, replaced 
electrical outlets and switches

Jerusalem Single mother + 3, 
of Ethiopian origin

Painted, helped organize and hang accessories, fixed leeks and toilet

Mevaseret Zion Single mother new immigrant from 
Russia + 1, son with autism

Repaired faulty electricity, assembled cabinets, fixed doors, replaced sink and faucet 
causing floods

Pardes Hanna Elderly woman living alone Repaired damaged walls and painted

Hadera Elderly woman + 2 Repaired walls, fixed plumbing issues, dangerous electrical outlets and switches

Mevaseret Zion Disabled, single mother + 4 Repaired hazardous electricity, shower and installed a bathroom security grab bar

Jerusalem Couple + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted, repaired hazardous electricity and installed new 
lightbulbs

Jerusalem Couple + 9, mother suffers from 
mental and physical issues

Replaced faulty electrical sockets, fixed doors, shelves and kitchen counter

Hatzor Elderly couple Replaced light fixtures, fixed faulty electricity and repaired and painted walls

Ashkelon Elderly couple of Ethiopian origin + 
their single mother daughter + 1

Replaced exposed electrical sockets, switches and light fixtures



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Jerusalem Couple + 4 Plaster repairs, fixed faulty electricity, hung curtains, cylinder and lighting

Jerusalem Couple + 5 Fixed peeling walls and painted

Jerusalem Couple + 4 Fixed and painted damaged walls, repaired broken closets, fixed sink and doors

Jerusalem Couple + 2, mother is mentally ill, 
one son serves in the IDF

Fixed peeling walls and painted, repaired hazardous electricity and installed a shelf 
and light fixtures, fixed shutters and oiled door hinges

Jerusalem Couple + 3 Dismantled a wall, painted walls and fixed closets and kitchen cabinet doors

Pardes Hanna Elderly woman + adult daughter Replaced toilet, fixed electricity, installed lighting, fixed plumbing

Binyamina 3 single disabled brothers Installed window screens, pruned a tree, fixed hazardous electricity and plumbing 
problems, installed a faucet and light fixtures

Netivot Couple + 4 Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced light fixtures and sinks, fixed electrical 
outlets and made plumbing repairs

Kiryat Malachi Couple, father is disabled Replaced a faucet, installed a safety rail and painted part of the apartment

Ashkelon Couple + 11, of Ethiopian origin, 
2 are serving in the IDF

Painted the apartment. Replaced 4 outlets, 2 switches and 3 light fixtures

Jerusalem Couple with children Repaired a cylinder 

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 3 Treated a moldy, peeling wall and painted

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 6 Fixed leeks

Jerusalem Elderly man Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment

Pardes Hanna Elderly widower Replaced light fixtures and unclogged blocked pipes

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 3, of Ethiopian origin Repaired damaged walls and ceiling and painted

Kiryat Malachi Single mother of Ethiopian origin, 
daughter serving in the IDF

Painted walls and ceilings

Jerusalem Single mother + 9, the husband 
abandoned the family

Repaired damaged walls and painted the home, fixed the shower and 
hazardous electricity

Hatzor Elderly couple Fixed damaged walls, replaced light fixtures, repaired hazardous electricity

Ashkelon Couple + 4, the mother suffers from 
severe mental illness

Repaired and painted walls. Replaced light fixtures and fixed hazardous electricity

Kiryat Gat Elderly woman Painted the home and replaced hazardous electrical sockets and switches

Jerusalem Single parent father + 1 suffering 
from mental illness

Sealed window, installed curtain rod and blinds, repaired walls and painted, replaced 
light fixtures with cost efficient alternatives, repaired faulty electricity and oiled hinges

Migdal Ha’Emek Single parent + 4 Gypsum repairs, painted, electricity and plumbing repairs

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 5, 
son died in a car accident

Replaced light fixtures, doors, electrical outlets and switches, painted part of the 
apartment and doorposts 

Ramla Blind elderly man of Ethiopian 
origin, lives with son

Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment

Lod Elderly of Ethiopian origin Fixed walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures, switches and 
dangerous electrical sockets

Lod Elderly of Ethiopian origin Replaced front door after breaking into her home

Jerusalem Couple + 6, special needs child Repaired damaged walls and painted

Ramla Couple + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted the home, made electrical repairs

Or Akiva Single mother + 6, 
2 are serving in the IDF

Repaired electrical outlets and fixed the toilet

Hadera Single mother of Ethiopian origin Repaired badly peeling walls, bathroom leaks, fixed shutter and kitchen faucet

Hatzor Elderly couple, woman disabled 
and man very weak

Fixed damaged walls and painted, installed new light fixtures, replaced hazardous 
electrical sockets and switches

Jerusalem Single mother + 4 Teen-ager slept on the couch in the living room. We built a room on expense of living 
room space including a wall, door, electricity and a new bed

Ashkelon Single mother + 3,  
of Ethiopian origin

Repaired damaged walls and painted. Replaced electrical sockets and switches

Ashkelon Elderly Holocaust survivor living 
with her niece and grandson both 
of whom have special needs

Fixed peeling walls and painted. Replaced electrical socket and switches. Installed 
new light fixtures

Ramla Elderly woman Fixed damaged walls and painted. Repaired hazardous electricity

Lod Couple + 3 Painted shower room



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Kiryat Gat Released prisoner in rehabilitation Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures with cost-efficient lighting

Jerusalem Single mother + 4 Removed all built-in radiators, installed light fixture, sockets and switches

Hadera Elderly woman living alone Installed curtains, made electrical repairs, repaired doors and windows

Pardes Hanna Older couple Fixed peeling walls and painted after 30 years of neglect 

Ramla Single mother + 4,  
of Ethiopian origin

Repaired damaged walls and painted the entire home, installed new doors and door 
posts, replaced all light fixtures, outlets and switches 

Lod Couple + 4, two children with health 
and emotional issues

Fixed walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures, switches and 
dangerous electrical socket, replaced toilet tank

Kiryat Gat Couple + 5 Repaired walls and painted, replaced electrical outlets and installed light fixtures

Jerusalem Couple + 3, autistic child Installed a door, fixed electricity and painted

Hatzor Lonely elderly woman, ill and frail Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced faulty electricity and light bulbs fixtures

Or Akiva Older single mother + adult 
children who do not live at home

Repaired damaged walls and painted, including doors and doorposts, installed new 
light fixtures

Hadera Couple + 3, of Ethiopian origin Painted the entire home, replaced faucets, electrical outlets and switches

Ramla A single mother Painted apartment, repaired crumbling ceiling and replaced light fixtures

Lod Couple with health problems + 5 Painted the apartment which was full of mold, fixed a leak, replaced electrical sockets 

Pardes Hanna Disabled woman Painted the home, replaced electrical outlets and switches

Hatzor Couple, elderly and frail Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced light fixtures, outlets and switches 

Kiryat Malachi Elderly couple, woman is disabled Repaired walls and painted

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 5,  
of Ethiopian origin

Removed waste from a hoarder’s apartment, repaired walls and painted, including 
doors and doorposts, faucets and toilet seat cover

Hatzor Elderly couple Repaired walls and painted, replaced light fixtures, and fixed faulty electricity

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 5 Repaired walls and painted, sealed windows

Ramla Mentally disabled, lives alone Repaired and painted walls, replaced faulty electricity and light bulbs with LED bulbs

Kiryat Gat Elderly Treated moldy walls and cracked walls and painted, replaced all the light fixtures in 
the home with electricity saving lighting, installed shower heater 

Tlamim Couple + 5 Fixed peeling walls, replaced light fixtures, helped arranged food deliveries

Or Akiva Disable woman suffering from 
illness

Closed up gaping holes in the walls, painted doors and doorposts, replaced a faucet, 
sealed bathroom tiles, replaced and repaired electrical sockets

Hatzor Lonely elderly woman, disabled 
and suffering from mental illness

Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced sockets, outlets and switches, installed 
light fixtures 

Pardes Hanna Elderly widow, of Ethiopian origin Made electrical repairs, replaced a bathroom closet, opened blocked pipes, installed 
new light fixtures and painted 

Pardes Hanna Disabled, older couple Widened doorways to make them wheelchair accessible, replaced light fixtures and 
made electrical repairs

Kiryat Malachi Elderly, disabled woman Fixed peeling walls and painted

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 4,  
of Ethiopian origin

Replaced doors, toilet, plumbing and fixed electricity, painted part of the apartment

Ramla Elderly Painted and fixed damaged walls, replaced light fixtures and faulty electricity 

Ramla Couple + 6, father suffers from 
health issues

Painted and repaired walls throughout the house, replaced broken light fixtures, 
made electrical repairs

Ramla A elderly couple Repairs were made last year, this year we supplied the family with two new beds

Lod Couple + 9 of Ethiopian origin Repaired hazardous electrical sockets, fixed peeling walls and painted

Kiryat Gat Elderly + 1 Replaced a faucet

Kiryat Malachi Elderly man of Ethiopian origin Fixed damaged walls and painted part of the apartment

Hatzor Lonely man, emotionally unstable Repaired walls, installed light fixtures, fixed faulty electricity

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 9 Painted the bathroom, replaced light fixtures and installed a shower head

Hatzor Single mother + 1, disabled and 
intellectually limited

Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced sockets, outlets and switches, installed 
light fixtures 

Hatzor Couple + 3, father is emotionally 
unstable and the mother is ill

Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced sockets, outlets and switches, installed 
light fixtures

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 2 Fixed a crumbling ceiling and painted



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 3, 

one daughter serves in the IDF
Installed light fixtures, fixed door, damaged walls and painted, replaced electrical 
outlets and sockets, covered exposed electricity 

Hadera Elderly, Holocaust survivor, living 
with her son, his wife and child

Woodworking repairs, window repair, electrical repairs, plumbing, flooring and paint

Pardes Hanna Single mother + 2 adult daughters, 
one serving in the IDF

Repaired hazardous electricity, painted walls, assembled a closet, replaced a 
bathroom faucet and reinforced the inner roof ceiling

Kiryat Gat Couple + 3, of Ethiopian origin Made urgent electrical repairs including fixing the hot water heater

Hatzor Single mother Fixed damaged walls and painted, repaired light fixtures and hazardous electricity

Hatzor Elderly woman, living with son + 1 Repaired and painted walls, replacing hazardous electricity, replaced light fixtures

Ashkelon Single mother + 3, 
one child suffers from autism

Reinforced loose sockets. Replaced electrical outlets and switches. Installed a shower. 
Treated moldy bathroom walls. Re-sealed the kitchen sink

Ashkelon Elderly single man suffering from 
severe heart disease 

Reinforced kitchen sink, filled in missing ceramics

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Repaired damaged walls and painted part of the house

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Treated moldy walls and painted

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 10 Scraped peeling, plastered and painted apartment

Hadera Elderly woman + 2 Fixed walls and painted

Pardes Hanna Single mother + 2, handicapped Fixed doors, replaced handles and lock mechanisms

Ashkelon Elderly woman + 4 adult children, 
of Ethiopian origin

Replaced kitchen light fixtures, reinforced kitchen cabinet doors and closet doors, 
painted children’s rooms

Jerusalem Couple + 2, child sufferes from a 
brain injury 

Replaced toilet and doors, installed light fixtures, fixed a leak, painted doorposts, 
fixed hazardous electricity

Kiryat Malachi Elderly, disabled woman Repaired damaged walls and ceilings, installed kitchen countertop

Kiryat Malachi Elder Painted the entire home

Hadera Elderly man living alone Installed bathroom security hand-rail, replaced a washing machine piece 

Hadera Single mother + 7 Installed doors, painted the home and replaced hazardous electrical sockets 

Ashkelon Single mother + 4, the father is 
incarcerated 

Repaired and painted the apartment walls. Fixed hazardous electrical sockets, 
outlets, switches and exposed wires. 

Migdal Ha’Emek Mentally limited adult Bathroom renovation after repairman ran off with the money in the midst of 
renovation. Replaced the plumbing, installed a shower and toilet

Ramla Elderly after stroke Fixed and painted damaged walls, installed new light fixtures, replaced electrical 
outlets and switches 

Ramla Couple + 4, single-mother daughter Repaired and painted walls, replaced hazardous electrical outlets, and light fixtures 

Or Akiva Couple, the woman suffers from 
mental illness

Fixed water damaged walls, plaster work and painted the home, replaced light 
fixtures

Hadera Holocaust survivor, living alone Repaired damaged walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures

Ashkelon Single mother + 3 Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Ashkelon Couple + 7, of Ethiopian origin Fixed damaged walls and painted walls. Replaced outlets, switches and light fixtures

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 2 Fixed peeling walls and painted a room

Kiryat Malachi Woman after leg amputation Repaired damaged walls, removed accumulated waste from the hoarder’s apartment

Kiryat Gat Single father Replaced doors, paint the home including doors and doorposts, made electrical 
repairs and fixed blocked pipes

Hadera Couple + 9,  
father is disabled

Painted the home including doorposts and doorways, repaired floors, installed light 
fixtures, socket and switches, fixed cabinets and repaired beds

Hadera Elderly, woman partially blind Repaired damaged walls, replaced electrical socket and fixed faulty electricity

Ashkelon Couple + 5, of Ethiopian origin Repaired walls and painted the house. Replaced exposed outlets and switches

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 3 Repaired a faucet and peeling walls and painted

Kiryat Malachi Elderly and daughter Repaired damaged walls and painted part of the house

Kiryat Gat Elderly of Ethiopian origin Painted, made repairs and filled in badly damaged walls

Hadera Single mother + 2 of Ethiopian 
origin, barely speaks Hebrew

Replaced toilets and bathroom plumbing and electrical sockets, sealed sinks and 
shower, installed circuit breaker and repaired cabinets

Ramla Single mother + 3 Repaired peeling walls, painted. Replaced lights bulbs with LED bulbs

Ashkelon Elderly woman of Ethiopian origin 
suffering from mental illness

Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaced 3 light fixtures, outlets and 
light switches



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Constructed a wall, made plaster repairs, painted and replaced faucets

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Fixed peeling walls and painted, replaced a faucet and made plumbing repairs

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 5 Repaired floor tiles, doors, light fixtures and electrical outlets, fixed leak

Jerusalem A woman living alone, hoarder Cleared old belongings to de-clutter, painted parts of the home, sanitized

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 6, disabled son Repaired damaged walls and painted 

Kiryat Gat Family of Ethiopian origin Fixed damaged walls and painted. Repaired electicity and installed light fixtures

Hadera Elderly couple Fixed doorposts, painted part of the home, fixed blocked pipes broken plumbing, 
installed new light fixtures

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 2,  
son serving in the IDF

Painted one room and replaced door handles

Kiryat Malachi Bed ridden, elderly lone woman Painted most of the house

Ramla Unemployed, single mother Repaired and painted walls, replaced broken light fixtures, made electrical repairs

Lod Elderly couple of Ethiopian origin Painted entire home including treating the mold

Kiryat Gat An older man, living alone Fixed damaged walls and painted. Made electrical repairs

Hadera Single mother + 3, one of whom  
is intellectually limited

Fixed walls and painted the walls, installed light fixtures and shelves, replaced 
electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Malachi Elderly man + 1, mentally ill son Fixed damaged walls and painted, made plumbing repairs

Ramla Single mother + 2 Fixing damaged walls and painting the entire home, replaced broken light fixtures 
and faulty electricity

Ramla Mentally ill, single man, lives alone Clearing out a hoarder’s apartment

Kiryat Gat Elderly + 2 of Ethiopian origin Repaired walls and painted. Fixed hazardous electricity

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 4, the mother is disabled Replaced a sink and bathroom closet, installed vents and bathroom shower

Ramla Elderly grandmother, grandson in 
rehabilitation program

Fixed damaged walls and painted the house. Replaced broken light fixtures and 
repaired hazardous electricity 

Kiryat Malachi Elderly disabled and mentally ill Repaired and painted damaged walls, replaced toilet, refinished bathtub

Kiryat Malachi Elderly of Ethiopian origin Painted and repaired badly damaged apartment walls, replaced a faucet

Hadera Widow, of Ethiopian origin 
struggling with mental illness

Replaced doors, painted the home, installed shelves, light fixtures, 
outlets and switches

Kiryat Gat Bereaved elderly woman. Son 
passed away recently

Painted the house and installed light fixtures. Sealed the kitchen countertop

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 3, the father is ill Installed a new kitchen, painted the house, fixed doors, plumbing and a closet

Ramla Couple + 3, mentally ill mother Repaired damaged walls and painted, replaces electrical sockets and switches

Kiryat Malachi Elderly of Ethiopian origin Painted a room

Kiryat Malachi Single mother Fixed damaged walls and painted. Installed new light fixtures

Lod Single mother + 7 Fixed peeling walls and painted the apartment

Kiryat Gat Elderly woman living with her 
married daughter and family

Fixed damaged walls and painted most of the house

Kiryat Gat Single parent father, handicapped Plastered and painted walls of home

Hadera Lonely, elderly disable man Painted part of the home, restored the bathroom 

Kiryat Malachi Elderly man Repaired damaged walls and painted

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 2, epileptic father Painted part of the apartment

Ramla An elderly couple Painted and replaced light fixtures

Kiryat Gat Elderly woman living alone, 
of Ethiopian origin

Painted part of the apartment

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2 Fixed peeling walls, painted, sealed the shower and installed new light fixtures

Ramla Single mother +1, battling cancer 
and mental illness

Repaired hazardous electrical sockets, fixed peeling walls and painted, replaced light 
fixtures with LED 

Lod Mentally challanged man Repaired dangerous electrical system, fixed damaged walls and painted

Kiryat Malachi Elderly couple, disabled woman Repaired damaged walls and painted the apartment 

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor Fixed and painted walls, replaced sockets and fixed leaks

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 2 Replaced dangerous electrical outlets, light fixtures and repaired damaged ceiling



Location Family Status Repairs Done
Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3, hoarder Removed extensive waste from the hoarder’s apartment, fixed damaged walls and 

painted the apartment, replaced the kitchen

Kiryat Gat Couple + 3 Painted the apartment, replaced faucets and made electrical repairs

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Repaired damaged walls and painted

Ramla An elderly man of Ethiopian origin Painted and fixed damaged walls, repaired light fixtures and electricity

Kisalon Couple + 3, father handicapped dismantled old kitchen and installed a new kitchen including cupboards and counter, 
fixed walls and painted, replaces light fixtures and electrical sockets

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 2, son in IDF Repaired walls and painted

Kiryat Gat Older man Painted, repaired walls, electrical sockets and replaced light bulbs

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3, one ill son Replaced light fixtures and painted the house

Ramla Couple + 4, lost a child this year Repaired peeling walls, painted, replaced dangerous electrical outlets and sockets

Kisalon Single mother + 2 Fixed leaks, replaces faucet, sealed kitchen counter, installed shower door

Kiryat Malachi single mother + 3 , Domestic 
violence survivor

Repaired a severely damaged ceiling and painted

Kiryat Malachi Disabled couple + 2 Fixed walls, painted and made electrical repairs

Kiryat Malachi Elderly in need of nursing and son Installed a bathroom security rail and a new showerhead, repaired doors 

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 2, 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed damaged walls and painted the house. Replaced light fixtures, electrical outlets 
and switches. Created a children’s room

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Fixed badly damaged walls and painted. Restored bathroom and shower

Hadera Lonely man Repaired hazardous electricity

Lod Single mother + 4 Fixed walls and painted the apartment, replaced light fixtures, switches and 
dangerous electrical sockets

Kiryat Malachi Single mother of Ethiopian origin 
with special needs children

Unblocking a clogged bathroom pipe. Fixed a window and painted the kitchen

Migdal Ha’Emek Couple + 10 Installed a new kitchen, painted the house, fixed doors, plumbing and a closet

Jerusalem New immigrants from France + 3, 
child with Autism

Repaired and painted the entire apartment, replaced outlets and light fixtures, 
replaces faucets, fixed leaks

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3 Painted and repaired peeling walls, installed outdoor lighting, replaced electrical 
outlets and switches, built up a wall to create an additional room

Kiryat Gat Holocaust survivor Removed enormous amount of waste, cleaned and organized the hoarder’s home

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 3 Fixed doors and windows, installed bathroom cabinet, fixed faulty electricity 

Ramla Couple + 5, the mother is 
handicapped, father is mentaly ill

Fixed and painted peeling walls in the whole home, replaces light fixtures and made 
electrical repairs

Hatzor Couple + 3, the mother has 
difficulty functioning

Repaired peeling walls and painted, replaced sockets, outlets and switches, installed 
light fixtures

Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman Installed new beds, faucet and showerhead

Kiryat Malachi Elderly widow, disabled, 
of Ethiopian origin

Fixed damaged walls and painted

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 4 Painted and repaired apartment walls

Kiryat Malachi Brothers both suffering from 
mental illness

Painted and repaired apartment walls

Jerusalem Couple + 5 Repaired broken windows, replaced steel door, fixed walls and painted the whole 
home, repaired electricity and kitchen cabinets, cleaned 

Kiryat Malachi Couple of Ethiopian origin Wheelchair access, plumbing repairs, door repair, mirror installation, electrical 
repairs, door installation

Kiryat Malachi Elderly Made doorways wheelchair accessible, plumbing repairs, door repair, mirror 
installation, electrical repairs, door installation

Kiryat Malachi Elderly and grown son with mental 
challenges

Intensive repairs to damaged walls and painted

Kiryat Malachi Couple +2, father mentally unstable Fixed damaged walls and painted the apartment

Kiryat Malachi Handicapped and alone man Repaired peeling walls. Sealed the shower and fixed the kitchen countertop

Kiryat Malachi Couple + 5, elderly disabled father Replaced a sink and repaired damaged walls

Migdal Ha’Emek Single mother + 3 Installed new kitchen, repaired doors and doorposts, replaced light fixtures



Location Family Status Service Provided
Jerusalem Single mother to 4 children with many 

medical issues
Home visits, Provided two new beds and mattresses for mother and two teenage 
daughters from Project Joseph, food coupons for supermarket from My Israel

Jerusalem Elderly, lives alone Home visits and conversations to coordinate follow up work done in her 
apartment, with our Jerusalem team

Jerusalem Single mother + 6, of Ethiopian origin, 
rehabilitating from domestic violence

Home visits, provided new couches, request sent to Selah for help with the 
teenage daughter, suffering depression, found private donor to help her with debt

Kiryat Gat Single mother of Ethiopian origin Home visit and provided the family with a new washing machine

Kiryat Malachi Couple with disabilities + 3 Home visit, provided new beds for the children from Joseph Project

Jerusalem 52 year old single mother of a two year 
old who suffers from aggressive fertility 
treatments and is extremely weak

Weekly meetings to encourage her to begin taking care of pending administrative 
issues and paying debt, weekly food provision through Netivya, a new bed and 
mattress through Joseph Project, a new fridge through Ten Gav

Pardes Chana Single mother + 2, in debt Home visit and request for new air conditioner from Ten Gav

Or Akiva Single mother + 7 Home visit. Therapeutic conversation regarding coping with raising the children. 
We provided the family with a new fridge from Ten Gav

Jerusalem New immigrant couple +1, son suffers 
from emotional and behavioral 
difficulties, mother suffer from anxiety

Home visits, meeting with the boy’s social worker from his kindergarten who 
suspected that the mother is suffering from Munchhausen disease, and with the 
family’s social worker at the welfare office

Pardes Chana Elderly and lonely Home visit

Hadera Couple + 9 + elderly grandmother Home visit

Jerusalem Couple + 3, father is sick Home visit, the father has diabetes which is not under control, there are debts

Jerusalem Young needy man after army Employment placement guidance, encouragement to get training and find work 
in his area of interest, after a while he found work and is succeeding to maintain

Jerusalem Elderly, lives alone Home visit, provided cooked food for the holidays through Kruvit and Sachi

Pardes Chana Couple + 3, children sexual victims Supplied them with food for the holidays through Sachi

Hadera Single mother mentally disabled + 1 Home visit and provided Vered with a new oven and gas range

Jerusalem Split couple + 4, living in the same 
apartment, wife battling cancer and 
abused by her husband

Home visits and conversations regarding the complicated and difficult situation 
with her husband who is taking her to court and doesn’t pay child support. We 
provided her with a new bed and mattress from Project Joseph

Kiryat Gat Single mother + 3, no support from father  Home visits and provided the family with new futon beds

Ramla Single mother + 3 Home visit and provided the young daughter with a new bed and mattress

Jerusalem Single mother + 2, one of the children has 
suffered twice from cancer

Home visits providing emotional support sessions regarding her son’s illness.
Provided the family with food packages from Sachi, on a weekly basis

Jerusalem Single mother and special needs child Liaison between our team and the family to facilitate accessibility for the child

Jerusalem Couple + 7 Home visits, provided the family with a new washing machine from Ten Gav as 
well as new beds for the children from Project Joseph

Personalized Social-Work  Rev iew

Tenufa’s social workers connect 
family members with resources to 
improve their health, education, 
employment and welfare

Our holistic family-oriented approach 
empowers families in our care to face life 
with renewed dignity and independence



Location Family Status Service Provided
Jerusalem Couple + 5, father suffers from serious 

mental issues
Home visits with husband alone as well as together with the wife. Provided the 
family with a computer and food coupons from My Israel

Jerusalem Youth at risk dormitory Visit, provided 13 new beds and mattresses for the children living at the hostel

Jerusalem Elderly, lives alone, battling cancer Home visits, provided her with a new bed and mattress, living room furniture, 
coffee table and couches, from Project Joseph

Jerusalem Couple + 8 Home visit and check qualification for receiving a new kitchen

Jerusalem Single mother + 5, of Ethiopian origin Home visit and provided the family with a gas range/oven

Jerusalem Couple + 6 Home visit

Hadera Elderly lonely and blind Home visit

Kiryat Malachi Single mother + 4 Home visit and provided the family with new beds from Joseph Project

Jerusalem Couple + 4, parents are both not well Two home visits, ongoing contact with the family’s welfare worker, to coordinate 
providing the family with a new fridge through Ten Gav, and a new kitchen

Jerusalem Single mother Phone conversations and attempts to coordinate a home visit

Lod Couple + 4, mother with severe mental 
issues , children suffer mental difficulties

Periodic meetings, at regular intervals with the father, upon whom all of the 
responsibility for his family’s mental health care and financial survival falls

Ramla Single father + 6, including a special 
needs child

Home visit and meeting with the family’s welfare caseworker

Jerusalem In his 50’s and suffers from cognitive 
disabilities

Home visit, meeting to figure out the most urgent needs and provide with some 
new home furnishings and a new fridge from Ten Gav

Jerusalem Single mother +2, victim of abuse Home visit and conversations, liaison with Hatikva dental care service

Jerusalem Single mother + 3, mother suffers from 
mental difficulties after years of abuse

Home visits and support sessions, provided her with a new fridge from Ten Gav

Or Akiva Single mother Home visit and provided new beds and mattress

Kiryat Malachi Couple with phisical disabilities + 4 Two home visits and request from Joseph Project for new couches, food coupons 
and food baskets for the holidays

Ramla Couple + 2, children with cognitive issues Two home visits. We provided the family with two new mattresses and beds

Jerusalem Couple + 3, fire in home seriously 
damaged

Home visits, new home furnishings from Project Joseph, cooked food for the 
holidays from Kruvit, crowd sourcing to raise funds for new appliances

Jerusalem Single elderly father + 6, 
immigrant from Ethiopia

Home visits, provided the family with new furniture from Project Joseph, as well 
as a new washing machine care of Ten Gav

Jerusalem Single father of 4, 
grieving mother passing away

Home visits and emotional support after loss of the mother to cancer. We 
provided the family with food coupons and weekly food packages from Netivya

Jerusalem Single sick father + 6 Home visit, provided the family with food coupons as well as weekly food 
packages from Netivya

Lod Single mother + 4 Home visit and provided the family with 2 new futon beds

Ramla Couple + 9 of Ethiopian origin, father 
mentally disabled

Home visit and provided the family with new futon beds from Joseph Project. 
Food coupons

Jerusalem Single mother + 3, one is a soldier Home visit, Counseling sessions, offering tools to help the mother cope with 
raising her three daughters alone as well as her own challenges and hardships

Jerusalem Single mother Provided with weekly food provisions through Netivyah

Jerusalem Single mother + 5 Counseling sessions, offering tools to help the mother deal with her own 
challenges and hardships aside the great parental responsibilities

Jerusalem Couple dealing with mental difficulties Ongoing support since 2015 in the form of phone calls, hospital visits and food 
provisions for the holidays. Received a new fridge through Ten Gav

Jerusalem Couple dealing with mental difficulties Coordinating needs with the couple’s social worker, supplied them with a new 
bed and cooked food for the holidays

Jerusalem Single mother + 5, father had sever stroke 
which left him a vegetable

Parental guidance sessions. The mother struggles with the enormous 
responsibilities suddenly thrown on her alone

Jerusalem Single mother of 4 special needs children, 
new immigrant from US

Periodic meetings, guidance sessions to help mother deal with the challenges 
she faces as a single mother, coping with learning disabilities and ADHD

Jerusalem Couple + children, father no motivation or 
direction

Meeting to offer counselling sessions

Jerusalem Single mother of Ethiopian origin 
suffering from mental disability

Provided this mother and daughter with cooked food for the holidays, new beds 
and a second hand computer for the daughter to help with her higher education

Ramla Single mother of Russian origin, some 
children have CP

Home visit and request to Project Joseph for new futons, food coupons
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 Our Par tners

JNF UK Jeremy and Yardena Elkus A Warm Home for Every Soldier

Matanel Foundation American Friends of Tenufa Bakehila Bachrach Foundation

Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation My Israel Charidy Bader Philanthropies

Leumi Bank Group Free Massons - Montefiore Lodge # 78 Gitler Family Foundation

Hilfer Fuor Blinde Toyota Fund The Arkin Family Foundation

Help Jews Home Sdot Yam Kibutz Zoomin Softare
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The Sobell Foundation Shaked Foundation Auto Car Mobile Group

The Orion Foundation The Klabbers Klabberjas Klub Shmuel and Ofira Michaelson

Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs 
and Social Services

The International Christian 
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The Jewish Federation in the 
Heart of New Jersey

Hands on Tzedakah Amir and Hagar Pundak The Graham and Rhona Beck 
Foundation

Jewish United Fund of Metripolitan 
Chicago and Hemelstein Foundation

The Nathan and Lily Silver Family 
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Municiplalities of Jerusalem, Ashkelon, Migdal Ha’Emek, Kiryat Malachi, Lod, Kiryat Gat, Hadera, Beit Shemesh, Or Akiva, Ramla, 
Binyamina, Pardes Hanna and Hatzor

We are grateful for the steady support of our partners who play a crucial role 
in facilitating our work with needy families as we restore dignity in their homes 
and help them take another step forward towards independence

Our Vision
An Israel in which every 
citizen can live in dignity 
in a home that is safe, 
sanitary and nurturing

In six  years we have 
TRIPLED the number of 
needy families we serve!

Like us on Facebook: Tenufa Bakehila - Building Hope

tenufaoffice@gmail.comwww.tenufa.org +972-2-6793491

Every needy family should have the 
opportunity to raise their children in a 
safe, functioning and respectable home.”  
Gabi Nachmani, Founder and Director
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